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ISO/[EC 11172~2: 1993 (E)

Foreword

lSO Ithe lnternationai Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the Inter—
nationa Electrotechnical Commission) form the specialized system for
worldwide standardization. Na’donal bodies that are members of ISO or

EEC participate h the development of lnzemational Standards through
technical committees established by the respective organization 'to deal
with particular fields oi techn-cal activity. ISO and IEC technical com-
mittees collaborate in fields of mutual interest Other international organ—

lzations, governmental and nongovernmental, in liaison with ISO and lEC,
also take part n the work.

In the field of informazion technology, :80 and IEC have established a joint
technical committee, ‘SO/IEC JTC 1. Bart International Standards adopted

by the loint technical commi.t-ee are circulated to national bodes for vote
ing Publication as an International Standard requires appovai by at least
75% o‘ the national bodies casting a vote.

International Standard iSO/IEC 11172-2 was prepared by JOint Technical

_ Committee ESQ/IEC JTC 1, information technology, Sub-Committee SC 29,

Coded representation of aJdio, picture multimedia.and hypermedia infor~
7 matio‘n.

ISDIJEC 11172 consists oi the following parts, under the‘general title in—
formation technology —' Coding of moving pictures and aesociated audio

for digital storage media at up to about 1,5 Marys:

'— Part 1‘: Systems

— Part 2: "Video

— Part 3: Audio

—— Part 4: Compliance testing

Annexes A, B and C fom an integral part of this part of lSO/lEC 11172
Annexes D, E and F are for information only.
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tee/rec 11172-2: 1993 (E) o ISO/IEO

Introduction

Note —- Readers interested in an overview of the MPEG Video layer should read this Introduction and then
proceed to annex D, before returning to clauses I and 2‘ 
0.1 Purpose

This part ofISDIIEC 11 172 was developed in response to the growing need for a common format for
representing compressed video on various digital storage media such as CD3, DATs, Winchester disks and
optical drives. This part of lSO/[EC 11172 specifies a coded representation that can be used for

compressing video sequences to biuates around 1,5 Mbitls. The use of this part of ISOIEEC 11172 means
thatmotion video can be manipulated as aform oforanputer data and can be transmitted and received over
existing and fixture networks. The coded representation can be used with both 625 -Iine and Sij-tine
television and provides flexibility for use with workstation and personal computer displays.

 

'Ihis part ofISOIEBC 11172 was developed to operate principally from storage media offering acontinuous
trarnfer rate of about 1.5 .Vlbitls. Neverthelessit can be used more widely than this because the approach
taken is generic.

0.1.1 Coding parameters

'lhe intention indcveloping this part of ISOr’IKi 1.1172 has been to define asonroe coding algorithm with a
large degree of flexibility that can be used in many different applications. To achieve this goal, a number of
the parametersdefining the characteristics ofcoded bitsn-eams and decoders are contained inthe bitstream
itself! This allows for example, the algorithm to be used for pictures witha variety of sins and aspect
ratios and on channels or devices operating at awide range of bitrates

Betause of the large range of the characteristics of bitstreams that can he represented by this part of ISOIIEC
11172. a sub-set of these coding parameters known as the "Constrained Parameters" hasbeen defined. The
aim in defining the constrained parameters is to offer guidance about a widely useful range ofparameters.
Conforming to this set of constraints is not a requirement of this part of ISO/IEC 11172. A flag in the
bitstream indicates whether or not it is a Constrained Paranetets hitstreun.  
Summary of the Constrained Parameters:

Vertical ricture size Less thanore at to 576 lines
Less than or . a a] to 396 macroblocks

Less “more a! m 30 Hz

less than -64 to +615 pets (using half-pol vectors)
ackwardificode and unward_f_code 4:: 4 see mbleDJ

Less than ore-uni m 1 856 000 hits/s (constant bitrate

  

  
 

 

  
  
   

0.2 Overview of the algorithm

The coded representation defined in this part of ISO/IEC 11172 achieves a high compression ratio while
preserving good picture quality. The algorithm is not lossiess as the exact pcl values are not preserved
during coding. The choice of the techniques is based on the need to balance a high picture quality and
compression ratio with the requirement to make random access to the coded bitstream. Obtaining good
picture quality attire bitrates of interest demands a very high compression ratio which is not achievable
with intraframe coding alone. In: need for random access, however, is best satisfied with pure intraframe
coding- This mounts a carefulbalance between ions and intertrame coding and between recursive and non-
recursive temporal redundancy reduction.
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© lSO/IEC ISO/[EC 11172-2: 1993 (E)

A number of lechniquesare used to achieve a high compression ratio. The first, which is almost

independent from this part ofISO/[EC 11172, is to select an appropriate spatial resolution for the signal.
The algorithm then ums blocknhased motion compensation to reduce the temporal redundancy. Motion
compensation is used for causal prediction ofthe current picture from a previous picture, for non-causal
prediction of the cment picture from a futurepicture: or for interpolative prediction from past and future
pictures. Motion vectors are defined for each 16-pel hy 16—line region of the picture. The difference signal,
the prediction error. is further compressed using the discrete cosine transform (DCI‘) to remove spatial
correlation before it is quantized in an irreversible process dist discards the less important informatim.
Finally, the motion vectors are combined with the DCT information, and coded using variable length codes-

0.2.1 Temporal processing

Because of die conflicting requirements of random access and highly efficient compression, three main
picture types are defined. Inna-coded pictures (I-Pictures) are coded without reference to other pictures.
They provide access points to the coded sequence where decoding canbegin, butare ended with only a
moderate compression ratio. Predictive coded pictures (PAPictures) are codedmore efficiently using motion
compensated prediction from a pastintraor predictivecoded picture and are generally used as a reference for
furrlrerprediction. Bidirectionally—predicrive coded pictues (B-Pictures) provide the highest degree of
compression but require both part and fume reference pictures for motion compensation. Bidirectionally—
predictive mded pictures are never used as references for prediction The organisation of the three picture
types in a sequerceis very flexible. The choice is left to the encoder and will depend on the requirements of
the application. Figure I illustrates the relationship between the three differentpicnrre types.

Bi—d'u'ectional

Prediction

  
Prediction

Figure l -- Example of temporal picture structure

The fourth picture type defmed in this part of ISO/lEC 11172, the D—picture, is provided to allowa simple,
but limited quality, fast~forward playback mode.

0.2.2 Motion representation - macrobloclts

The choice of 16 by 16 macrohlocks for line motion-compensation unit is aresult of the trade-off between
increasing the coding efficiency provided by using motion informao‘on and the Overhead needed to storeit.
Each macroblock can he one of a number ofdifferent types. For example. inns-coded, forward-predictive-
coded, backward-predictive coded, and bidirectionally~predicrive—coded macrobloclcs are perrm'tted in
bidirectionally-predictive coded pictures. Depending on the type of the macroblock, motion vector
information and other side information are stored with the compressed prediction error signal in each
macrohlock. Themotion vectors are encoded differentially with respect to the last coded motion vector,
using variable-length codes. The maximum length of the vectors that may berepresented can be
programmed, on a picture—by—picttue basis, so that the mosr demanding applications can be met without
compromising the pmnnance of the system in more normal situations.

It is the responsibility of the encoder to calculate appropriate motion vectors. This part of ISO/{EC l1i72
does not specify how this should be done.
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